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Quality Equipment, Priced Right

www.clarkrents.com adam@Clarkrents.com(315)-472-7607 559 State Fair BLVD, Syracuse, NY

2008 JLG 600S 2014 Dynapac CC6200

Fast, Easy, Affordable Financing Available!

2006 KOMATSU D37EX-21A

FINANCE
$963/MO

RENT
$3,600/MO

Buy
$49,800

2012 CAT 308E CR

FINANCE
$1,094/MO

RENT
$3,910/MO

Buy
$56,600

2012 CAT PS150C 2012 Cat 950H 

FINANCE
$3,222/MO

RENT
$6,300/MO

Buy
$166,635

2017 Hamm HD8

FINANCE
$560/MO

RENT
$2,250/MO

Buy
$28,960

2010 Vermeer Hydro Vac 
Trailer LP855DT

FINANCE
$481/MO

RENT
$2,250/MO

Buy
$24,900

2007 Rayco C130 

FINANCE
$1,173/MO

RENT
$9,225/MO

Buy
$60,675

2016 Cat 926M

FINANCE
$2,705/MO

RENT
$4,500/MO

Buy
$139,900

2012 BROCE BROOM KR-350

FINANCE
$639/MO

RENT
$2,445/MO

Buy
$33,064

2012 Hamm HD+120 VO

FINANCE
$1,119/MO

RENT
$3,900/MO

Buy
$57,882

FINANCE
$692/MO

RENT
$2,500/MO

Buy
$35,790

FINANCE
$1,198/MO

RENT
$4,500/MO

Buy
$61,950

FINANCE
$1,462/MO

RENT
$3,950/MO

Buy
$75,600
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Howard Rowland
Chairman, AGC NYS

Howard rowland
EW Howell Construction Group

Chairman of AGC NYS

It’s hard to believe the 
year is half over!  The 

older I get the faster 
the years go by, and 
our industry seems 

to accelerate the process.  Today was 
planned weeks ago, tomorrow as well.  
We look weeks, months, and years down 
the road planning projects and preparing 
business plans for years to come. 

Part of that planning process is what 
AGC NYS does day in and day out.  While 
we are sometimes consumed by what is 
happening today, this month, this year, all 
while planning for year end and next year, 
the AGC is considering what will affect 
us long term.  What policies will help us?  
What policies could hurt us?  Where is 
our influence beneficial and where is it 
wasteful?  What does AGC NYS see as the 
potential long term pitfalls ahead of our industry?  That is 
what I see is consuming the efforts of the staff at AGC NYS 
every day.  Without that long term planning, we may wake 
up one day to a business environment that is impossible to 
deal with.  AGC NYS helps me sleep at night.  The difficulty 
of attracting young men and women to our industry is one 
long term problem  AGC NYS works on every day.  An issue 
that collectively through the AGC can be dealt with on 
the scale required, and where individually, we could never 
support our industry’s needs.

AGC-run programs including Construction Leadership 
Council, Future Construction Leaders of NYS, the AGC NYS 
Scholarship Program and the Paul B. Richards Scholarship 
program, as well as programs supported by the AGC NYS 
like the ACE Mentorship Program and AMENY M/WBE 

Training Program all are geared toward 
providing our industry with the talent 
and human resources we depend on.  To 
that end, the Anthony S. Santaro AGC 
Scholarship Classic was held on June 19, 
2018.  Attendance was record-breaking 
as was the support delivered to the 
scholarship program.  Congratulations to 
all the winners and thank you all for your 
unprecedented support of this essential 
event.  

I look forward to seeing everyone at the 
Summer Meeting in Lake Placid July 12-15.  
We are anticipating excellent attendance, 
and I’ve put in my order for good weather!

Work hard but work safe, and most 
importantly enjoy what you do.  Thank you all for your 
continued support and advocacy!

You go above and beyond.
Your insurance and surety
partner should too.

Amsureins.comA Division of Adirondack Trust Company Financial Services, Inc.

Insurance   |   Risk Management
Employee Benefits   |   Surety

To learn more please call Richard Conley
or John Owens at 518-458-1800.
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Your First Preventive Maintenance (PM) 

service appointment  FREE† w/ purchase 

of any new Kubota equipment.

$500Value

ASK
about 0% financing.

Call for details.  Subject to  credit approval.

RTV X1120D Utility Vehicle

R630 Wheel LoaderSVL952S Track Loader

SSV75 
Skid Steer

Complete our online survey & 

get a FREE* Kubota or ADMAR hat! 

†To receive your PM Promo Code and view all details, visit

admarsupply.com/KubotaPMoffer

800.836.2376 * While supplies last.
Hat may differ from shown.

Rentals  |  Sales  |  Service  |  Parts

Family owned and operated for 
over 45 years.

Over $200 million of inventory 
and equipment from more than 

50 manufacturers, ready 
to go to work for you!

PM Service and Hat offers listed 
are exclusively  from ADMAR  Supply. 

BINGHAMTON
449 Commerce Road 
Vestal, NY  13850
607.798.0333

BUFFALO
1394 Military Road 
Tonawanda, NY  14217
716.873.8000

CANANDAIGUA
2390 Rochester Road 
Canandaigua, NY  14424
585.396.0031

ROCHESTER
Store and Headquarters
1950 Brighton Henrietta Town Line Road
Rochester, NY  14623
585.272.9390

SYRACUSE
7800 Brewerton Road
Cicero, NY  13039
315.433.5000
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FIELD QUALITY CONTROL | FULL SERVICE LABORATORY
FABRICATION FACILITY INSPECTIONS

845.496.1600 • www.advancetesting.com

ADVANCE TESTING
.........................................................................................

BEST WISHES FOR A GREAT SUMMER FROM ALL OF US AT 

.........................................................................................
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS TESTING + INSPECTION
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As I sit down to 
compose this 

issue’s article, it is 
the end of June.  This 
is truly my favorite 
time of the year—not 
because it is the start 
of Summer or even 

because Emily and I celebrate both our kids birthdays.  
Rather, it’s because it means the Legislative session has 
ended, with it coming a reprieve, temporary as it may be, 
from fighting off countless bad 
ideas that would make things 
even more challenging for 
our industry and the business 
community at large.  There 
are more than a few of us who 
breathe a major sigh of relief 
when they finally bang that 
gavel.

Sure, we have some good 
friends and staunch allies in the 
Legislature—and we have had 
some significant successes not 
only stopping many of those 
damaging proposals, but also 
advancing Legislation that would result in improvements 
and better opportunities for our industry.  Walter will 
report on those in more detail in his column later in this 
issue, but I’m proud to say that AGC NYS has had another 
successful year advocating for our members at the State 
Capitol.  We led the fight to stop some very dangerous 
things from happening, most notably the Governor’s 

radical and irrational M/WBE Budget proposal and its 50+ 
percent goals.  It was truly a team effort—both on the 
part of our staff and our members—and I thank you all for 
standing up to make ours a strong voice in Albany.

One of the more significant things to take place in Albany 
during the waning days of the session was a hearing 
conducted by the New York State Senate to examine the 
myriad issues surrounding New York’s M/WBE Program.  I 
was proud to testify on behalf of our organization at that 
hearing—and took more than an hour of questions from 

the Senators assembled.  Our 
stance on this issue is clear:  We 
support the program, but the 
program must be conducted 
in a way that conforms with 
state law, the constitution and 
the realities of our industry and 
M/WBE capacity.  At present, it 
is lacking across the board on 
these counts.  We’re continuing 
to make the case for reforms and 
improvements to protect this 
important program and make 
it more effective.  At the same 
time, we are also not wavering 
in standing up resolutely when 

the Administration’s excesses and extremes in how they 
are administering the program places our members at risk.  
The Senate plans to conduct a series of these hearings 
around the State in the coming months, and it is important 
that when they do, they hear from all of you.  Stay tuned for 
more details on those hearings as they become available.

Mike elMendorf
President & CEO, AGC NYS

  THE MILLING SPECIALISTS! 
MILLING, PLANING & PROFILING 

“WE’LL BE THERE” 
700 Excel Drive 

Hunker, PA  15639 
Phone: (724) 423-7500, Fax: (724) 423-7501 

Todd Hartman, NY Operations Mgr. (315) 521-5256 
E-mail: toddehartman@gmail.com 

Web: www.donegalconstruction.com 
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While we maintain our focus on these pressing issues 
in the present, we cannot allow that to be done at the 
expense of thinking about the future.  And, thinking about 
the future we are.  

When we talk about what’s wrong with New York’s 
M/WBE Program at present—and, as you all know too well, 
there’s much to be said there—one of the real travesties is 
the extent to which it represents a missed opportunity to 
really make it an opportunity program.  

At a recent meeting with a local government that is 
attempting (quite improperly, in our view) to conduct 
its own M/WBE goals program, a senior official lamented 
the high and endemic level of poverty in some of their 
communities as what they were trying to attack through 
the imposition of M/WBE contract goals.  I asked how many 
of the people in those communities owned construction 
companies that were bidding their public works contracts.  
At first, my question was met with silence, and finally 
a response of “probably not many.”  My guess is that the 
answer is probably closer to “not any.”  

Therein lies the problem:  Just focusing on contract goals, 
whether properly established or not, misses the boat and 
certainly is not looking to the future.  AGC NYS is working 
to fill that void.

The workforce shortage our industry faces around New 
York—and the country—is well known.  Connecting 
those in poverty or who otherwise lack opportunities 
to a pathway to the rewarding careers our industry—an 
industry which needs more people—is a much more 
potent force for changing lives and growing opportunity 
than the current fixation on random percentages.  It 
might also result in some of those folks who get into the 
industry deciding they’d like to own the business, and 
becoming contractors themselves.  Real M/WBE capacity 
building starts with growing the workforce, as successful 
contractors come from the industry.

AGC NYS is doing that hard but important work right 
now.  We have begun the “Workforce Initiative for the 
Construction Industry,” a pilot program in the Capital 
Region in partnership with the Association of Minority 
Enterprises of New York (AMENY), State University of 

New York and City of Schenectady.  It is a free training 
and employment program to build M/WBE capacity and 
workforce diversity in our industry that we hope will be 
a model to be replicated statewide. The Construction 
Management Training Program, which is part of this 
effort, was developed to assist small and emerging M/
WBE contractors by providing industry-specific businesses 
skills and mentoring from successful industry leaders.  
More than 30 individuals are participating in the first 
round.  We are also meeting with the aforementioned local 
government to discuss duplicating this program in their 
community as a more effective means to increase diversity, 
decrease poverty and really change lives by offering 
real opportunity.  At the same time, we are beginning a 
partnership with Capital Region BOCES to begin better 
educating young people at the high school level about 
the exciting and rewarding careers our great industry has 
to offer.

We are also looking to the future through our scholarship 
program, which I am proud to say is the most successful of 
any AGC Chapter in the nation.  On the heels of our biggest 
and best Anthony S. Santaro Golf Tournament yet, where a 
record crowd of more than 350 golfers raised $61,000 for 24 
student scholarships, it’s no surprise that our scholarship 
program continues to be the pinnacle of AGC across the 
country.  We are making important investments in the 
future leaders of our industry—the future of our industry.

We certainly deal with a lot of negatives—the “bad” 
things we try to stop from happening.  And, that sure 
can be frustrating.  But, positive efforts like these more 
than outweigh that.  It’s a real opportunity to grow and 
broaden our industry, and give those who may not see a 
path now a chance for a great career, better life and shot 
at entrepreneurship themselves.  That’s worthwhile, and 
something all of us at AGC NYS are proud to be part of, just 
as we are proud to represent and fight for all of you.

I look forward to seeing many of you in Lake Placid at 
the Summer Meeting and in the coming months as our 
great team and I continue to traverse the State.  And, as 
always, remember to “Call AGC First” whenever we can be 
of assistance to you and your firm.

All the best,

 

Mike Elmendorf
President & CEO
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Bridges don’t just connect point A to point B. Bridges connect families and friends. 

Bridges connect where we are and where we want to be. Bridges connect us with a 

safer tomorrow. For this reason Harrison and Burrowes takes bridges seriously. 

We build, maintain, repair, and replace bridges with precision at a competitive rate.

Building bridges to a safer tomorrow. 
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aGC nYS SCHolarSHip CoMMittee 
preSentS 2018 awardS

Brendan Manning, VP of Education and Environment

On Wednesday, 
June 20, The 

AGC NYS Scholarship 
Committee met in 
Verona, N.Y. to select 
the winners of the 2018 
AGC NYS Scholarship 

Program. After many hours of scoring and deliberation, 
the committee selected 24 students to receive $61,000 in 
scholarships. With those awards the committee has now 
handed out over $1.1 million in scholarships to young men 
and women working toward a degree in Civil Engineering, 
Construction Technology and Construction Management.

As a major part of the AGC NYS Scholarship Program 
fundraising efforts on Tuesday, June 19, 2018, a record 
363 golfers attended the 29th Annual Anthony S. Santaro 
AGC Scholarship Golf Classic at Turning Stone Resort and 
Casino to raise funds for the AGC Scholarship Foundation.
The AGC NYS Scholarship program is funded by our 
members through the annual Golf Classic; by individual 
member donations, and through endowments. Held 
each year in June at the golf courses at Turning Stone 
Casino & Resort, the Golf Classic attracts more than 300 
participants. Its offers a five-man scramble and a two-man 
best ball competition on three different courses. The full-
day event begins with a late morning shotgun start. All 
golfers enjoy a barbecue lunch on the course, and then 
meet for cocktails, dinner, prizes and our famous auction.

PAUL B. RICHARDS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP & AGC 
OF AMERICA FOUNDATION WINNERS ANNOUNCED

During his thirty years of service to the construction 
industry of New York State, Paul Richards, former Managing 
Director of the General Building Contractors of NYS (now  
the NYS Building Division of the AGC NYS), earned the 
respect of all with whom he worked by his dedication 
to the AGC ideals of Skill, Integrity and Responsibility. In 
memory and appreciation for Paul’s excellent service and 
leadership and for his strong commitment to education, 
the Paul B. Richards Memorial Scholarship was endowed 
in 1987 by the Membership of the GBC. Each year, $2,500 
scholarships in Paul’s name are presented to deserving 
young men and women pursuing undergraduate degrees 
in construction-related fields who show a real interest in 
pursuing a career in the construction industry. Since 1987 
the scholarship has awarded over $230,000 in awards.

THE 2018 PAUL B. RICHARDS MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS:

Timothy Bishop, State University of New York at Delhi 
Abigail Campbell, SUNY Alfred State College of 
Technology

AGC OF AMERICA FOUNDATION WINNERS FROM 
NEW YORK STATE 

Danielle Ali, New York City College of Technology - Larry 
and Beatrice Ching Memorial Scholarship
Victor Camacho, Pratt Institute – Construction Accident 
Victims Educational Scholarship
Sarah Gambino, SUNY Alfred State College of 
Technology - Alliant Scholarship
Troy Gates, State University of New York at Delhi -James 
D. Pitcock, Jr. Scholarship
Douglas Horbachewski, SUNY Alfred State College of 
Technology - Richard and Roxelyn Pepper
Scholarship
Kenneth Jean, Alfred State College - James D.Pitcock, Jr. 
Scholarship

Special thanks to the Paul B. Richards Scholarship 
Interviewers: Vince Iannelli, Iannelli Construction Co., 
Bill Gaetano, Charles A. Gaetano Construction, Fred 
Spidalieri, Alexander Wolf & Son and Chad Green, 
LeChase Construction Services.
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tHe 29tH annual 
antHonY S. Santaro 

aGC SCHolarSHip ClaSSiC
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Andrew Richards
516.283.8717

Keith Gutstein
516.283.8708

Erik Ortmann
516.283.8730

Questions? Contact us today!

Erik Ortmann  
Partner
Construction
eortmann@kdvlaw.com

Andrew Richards
Co-Managing Partner
Long Island O�ce
Chair, Construction
arichards@kdvlaw.com

Keith Gutstein  
Co-Managing Partner

Long Island O�ce
Co-Chair, Employment Law 

kgutstein@kdvlaw.com

Jennifer Sherven  
Partner

Labor & Employment Law
jsherven@kdvlaw.com

Elizabeth Marchionni  
Attorney
Construction
emarchionni@kdvlaw.com

Greg Lichtenstein  
Attorney

Construction
glichtenstein@kdvlaw.com

Kaufman Dolowich & Voluck, LLP
135 Crossways Park Drive
Woodbury, New York 11797

Construction Law   |   Labor and Employment Law   |   Commercial Litigation

Kaufman Dolowich & Voluck, LLP (KDV) is a nationally recognized,
AV-rated® litigation firm serving developers, general contractors,
construction managers, trade contractors, design professionals,
surety companies, and material suppliers.

Our experienced attorneys are proactive and pragmatic, always
acting in the best interests of our clients to achieve favorable
results whether by litigation or through settlement whenever
alternate resolution is possible.

Our service makes the case.
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EVERY 
DETAIL  
MATTERS
At High Steel Structures, we know that every detail matters. 
From project inception to completion, you can count on 
High Steel to be attentive to project needs, budget, scope 
and timelines. Our attention to detail helps us identify and 
overcome design inconsistencies, potential problems with 
erection and shipping obstacles. The result is structural 
steel that fits right the first time. 

Lancaster, PA  |  1-800-468-9570  HighSteel.com/details

Rexford Bridge – carries Route 146 over the Mohawk River 
Saratoga and Schenectady Counties, NY 
1,248 tons of steel 
Bridge Type: Plate Girder

BRIDGE RAIL, GUIDE RAIL AND 
HIGHWAY SIGN INSTALLATION 
THROUGHOUT NEW YORK 
AND VERMONT.
NYS & VT CERTIFIED WBE/DBE 20

YEARS

OF 

QUALITY
SERVICE

EST. 1998

CELEBRATING

EMIGUIDERAIL.COM

518-887-2030
693 River Road, Schenectady, NY 12306 
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around tHe induStrY

AGC NYS Front and Center at Senate M/WBE Hearing
On Wednesday, May 30, AGC NYS took a prominent role in 
a hearing conducted jointly by the New York State Senate 
Committees on Economic Development and Labor to 
examine issues with the State’s M/WBE Program.

AGC NYS President & CEO Mike Elmendorf lead off the hearing, 
testifying not only about the illegality of the State’s current 
30% goals and their near blanket imposition on contracts, but 
also the serious threat posed to both contractors and the M/
WBE program by the radical changes proposed by Governor 
Cuomo in the Executive Budget and contained in the deeply 
flawed 2016 Disparity Study.  AGC NYS lead the successful 
effort that resulted in the Legislature rejecting that proposal 
during the budget process.  Mike also talked about AGC 
NYS’ efforts to actually build M/WBE capacity and offered an 
alternative for the successful future of the program:  A new, 
proper disparity study, transparency on contract goal setting 
and reinstitution of a mentor-protege program.

More than 14 witnesses appeared before the Senate during 
the hearing, which lasted four plus hours.  Senators from across 
the entire State participated as well.  Unfortunately, despite 
having been asked to testify by the Senate, representatives 
from the Governor’s Office, Empire State Development 
and Mason Tillman Associates, which conducted the 2016 
Disparity Study, did not appear.

The Senate intends to conduct a series of hearings on this 
topic across the State in the coming months.  As details on 
these hearings become available, AGC NYS will share them 
with our members and urge you to participate.

We thank the Senate for their leadership on this issue, 
especially Senators Fred Akshar of Binghamton and Betty 
Little and Patty Ritchie of the North Country.

Assemblymembers Patricia Fahy and John McDonald Help 
Kick Off Opening Session of Construction Management 
Training Program
On Tuesday, April 24 the AGC NYS, AMENY, ECA, the City of 
Schenectady and Schenectady County Community College 
kicked off the Contractors Training and Mentor Program to 
begin building MWBE contractor capacity in the region.  

Twenty different MWBE firms first heard from Paul Stewart 
from the Community Loan Fund who covered Developing 
a Business Plan.  The group then heard from longtime AGC 
member David Rubin from Sano-Rubin Construction.  David 

discussed topics that covered How to set up a Successful  
Business.  Those topics included how to select the right 
attorney, accountant, bank, insurance and bonding firm and 
the importance of maintaining those relationships.

The same group of firms returned on June 26 to hear from 
industry speakers that will discuss Management skills from 
the Business and Project Side, Project Delivery Systems and 
Contract Risk Management.

AGC NYS President & CEO Mike Elmendorf Named to City & 
State Albany Power 100 for Third Consecutive Year
AGC NYS President & CEO Mike Elmendorf earned the No. 
65 spot on the 2018 City & State Albany Power 100, release 
last week. Elmendorf makes the list for the third-straight 
year, “he has called for investing in the state’s infrastructure, 
something that Washington has been slow to take up, while 
also challenging the state’s contracting targets for minority- 
and women-owned business enterprises.”

AGC NYS Members Participate at Annual TCC Fly-In
AGC NYS members Jeff DiStefano, Bill Schmitz, Carley Hill, 
Scot Owens, Pat DiLucia and Mike Mastropietro lobbied 
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lawmakers on Capitol Hill for a long-term transportation 
infrastructure appropriations bill.  The group met with 
Congressmen John Katko, John Faso and staff from 
Senator Schumer and Congressman Reed’s office.  Three 
key messages were delivered to elected officials on both 
sides of Capitol Hill: fix the Highway Trust Fund, increase 
infrastructure investment and complete action on the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) reauthorization with increased 
funding levels and lifting the cap on the Passenger Facility 
Charge (PFC). Participants heard from Sen. Tom Carper 
(D-Del) ranking democrat on the Senate Environment and 
Infrastructure Committee and Sam Graves (R-Mo.) Chair of 
the House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee 
on Highways who both pointed out the need to address the 
trust fund shortfall soon and urged action on it this year.

AGC NASA Safety Award Winners
The National AGC Safety Awards (NASA) program has been 
an ongoing effort since 1991 to offer AGC members an 
opportunity to evaluate their safety record. Participation in the 
program has been a great success with close to 1,700 general 
contractor, specialty and associate members participation 
this year. This program enables both contractors and Chapters 
to be recognized for a quality safety record, and is also a 
mechanism for contractors to compare their safety records 
against national averages and member of similar size and type. 
 
Congratulations to the following AGC NYS Members who 
received the AGC NASA Award from AGC of America for 
their safety records:
• Apex Striping, East Syracuse, Zero Incident Rate, 10,000 

to 50,000 hours worked, Highway Division
• LeChase Construction, Rochester, 25% Below Division 

Incident Rate
• Pratt Brothers, Bay Shore, 50,000 hours worked and 

over, Highway Division
• Sano-Rubin Construction, Albany, Zero Incident Rate, 

50,000 hours Building Division
• W.M. Schultz Construction, Ballston Spa, Zero Incident 

Rate, 50,000 hours, Utility Division

Nineteen Earn AGC Project Manager Development Program 
National Certificate
AGC NYS wrapped up the five module training program 
called the Project Manager Development Program in Albany.  
The program includes sessions on Estimating and Job 
Costing, Project Administration, Contract Administration, 
Risk Management and Leadership.   The program runs every 
October-April each year in Albany.  Congratulations go out 
to:

Frank Alessandrini - FH Alexander, Inc.
Caitlyn Coburn - Sano-Rubin Construction Services, LLC
Caleb Cramer -  Hayner Hoyt
Elizabeth Duboy - James H Maloy Inc.
Craig Fontana - E.W. Howell Co., LLC
Blake Gregor - E.W. Howell Co., LLC
Don Henzel - Sano-Rubin Construction Services, LLC
Matt Herbert - LeChase Construction

Matthew Herron - Hayner Hoyt
Giuseppe Iuliucci - E.W. Howell Co., LLC
Jeff Korber - Keeler Construction
Brian Maloy - James H Maloy Inc.
Kevin O’Brien - Consigli Construction
Ryan Proud - LeChase Construction
Kerri Riggio - Barr & Barr, Inc.
Eric Shak - Iannelli Construction Co., Inc.
Max Stanisce - Barr & Barr, Inc.
Matthew Tozzi - Rifenburg Construction
Matt Viskovich - Bishop Beaudry Construction

Eastman Cooke Construction Project Receives Top Honors 
from Long Island Business News
Eastman Cooke Construction is the recipient of Long Island 
Business News’ (LIBN’s) 2018 Architecture, Engineering & 
Development Award for Top Office Project. The awards 
ceremony will took place at Crest Hollow Country Club in 
Woodbury, New York. 

The prestigious awards recognize excellence and innovation 
in design and engineering on Long Island. Eastman Cooke 
was selected for completing four large-scale projects for NYU 
Langone Health, helping to enhance the healthcare industry 
on Long Island through the creation of vital resources for the 
region. The cutting edge work entailed transforming a former 
multi-tenant office building into a state-of-the-art medical 
facility in New Hyde Park, including an oncology department, 
orthopedic office and pediatric unit. Crews worked together 
to install hospital-grade materials while successfully meeting 
design standards and building requirements for examination 
rooms, infusion bays, X-ray units, patient waiting rooms 
and more. Steel dunnage was added to the roof of the 
building’s 20,000 sq. ft. third floor space in preparation of 
a future cooling tower. A 50-ton air-conditioning unit was 
also installed on the roof for the facility’s second floor suites. 
Crews successfully met logistical challenges, safely rigging 
the mechanical units and steel in coordination with the 
Department of Transportation, Nassau County Police, Town 
of North Hempstead Building Department and NYU Langone 
Health and Safety Department.

The final project involved building a high-tech training center 
to facilitate the integration between NYU Langone and 
Winthrop Hospital, and to train staff with the Epic electronic 
medical record software system. Crews worked diligently 
to meet an expedited project schedule to construct a 22-
seat classroom, staff offices, conference room, kitchen and 
individual workstations.

“We’re delighted to be recognized by LIBN for completing 
this complex and rewarding project,” said Peter Morandi, 
CEO, Eastman Cooke Construction. “Extraordinary teamwork 
and communication were displayed throughout, cementing 
our strong relationship with NYU Langone Health as one 
of their go-to contractors for major construction projects. 
We’re pleased to play an instrumental role in their growing 
healthcare practice on Long Island and across the New York 
area.”
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YOUR POWER
TO SUCCEED

CONGRATULATIONS TO 
AGC NYS Chairman

Howard Rowland
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MeMber inCentive reCruitMent plan 
paYS dividendS for all

Dennis Kiefer, Member Services Director

Recruiting a new 
member to the 

association can be a 
daunting task.  Often 
it takes multiple 
contacts to get 

momentum on the recruiting trail.  Getting to the right 
person or past some 
gatekeepers also makes 
recruiting difficult.  
These barriers are not 
impossible certainly, but 
they do make the job a 
bit harder.  

One way to ease that 
burden has always 
been the assistance of 
current and long time 
Members.  There is no 
better way to recruit 
a new member than 
having the testimony of a 
current member.  Current 
and longtime AGC 
NYS members can tell 
their individual stories 
about how membership 
has benefitted their 
company, and hopefully 
themselves individually.  

Generally, recruits 
hear the membership 
basics about advocacy, 
education, training, and 
providing solutions - all 
admirable in their own 

right.  Then, we try to dive into their succinct markets 
or regional issues where we can deliver some previous 
success story.  While this often times gives the recruit 
a sense of what membership can deliver, it may not be 
enough.  

The knockout punch can come from a current member 
who can tell that 
recruit exactly how the 
association impacted 
their business, their 
bottom line, their staff, 
their specific project, or 
maybe all of the above.

Keep in mind all the 
while, that when a 
current member recruits 
a new member, there 
are rewards to be had.  
The AGC NYS Member 
Incentive Recruitment 
Plan (or MIRP) offers 
dues relief in the form 
of discount or even cash 
back when you assist in 
the recruitment of any 
new member, and there 
are different levels for 
each.  So use the MIRP 
to your advantage, 
you get rewarded, 
AGC NYS increases our 
membership, and the 
new member joins the 
leading construction 
association in the nation 
- a true WIN-WIN-WIN.
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One thing was immediately apparent when talking with 
LCPtracker about their labor compliance software: 

they want to change lives. This might not be the first thing 
someone imagines when thinking of the construction 
industry, but it’s clear their team strives to push beyond 
their primary focus of ensuring fair pay for construction 
workers. They are ambitious about their mission: 
“Empowering People to Build Better Communities.”

Many NYS contractors continue to struggle with staying 
compliant with prevailing wage laws; producing certified 
payroll reports is no simple task. Not to mention, the 
time and administrative effort it takes to produce and 
submit these required documents are a burden to many 
construction businesses. In a world where processes are 
becoming increasingly 
streamlined, the 
traditional methods 
of tracking labor 
compliance by hand 
are quickly becoming 
outdated, inefficient, and 
heavy on paper-waste. 
Furthermore, contractors 
without a system to check 
and validate their wages are liable to human error and 
negligence, leaving them vulnerable to costly fines and 
penalties. LCPtracker is the industry-leading, cloud-
based software solution for labor compliance and 
reporting. They are an AGC NYS member and a GSA 
vendor, and they are driven by their goal to build the lives 
of those within the construction industry.

LCPtracker provides three categories of software services 
for government agencies, prime contractors, and 
subcontractors, each of which can be seamlessly integrated 
to ensure a comprehensive workforce compliance and 
reporting system:

1) Prevailing Wage Compliance: LCPtracker streamlines 
the process of producing and submitting several formats 
of certified payrolls reports to any requesting body.
2) Worksite Compliance: LCPtracker provides tools that 
help track workers and conduct electronic interviews on 
the jobsite to ensure validity of worksite data.
3) Workforce Reporting: LCPtracker enables users to 
create custom-built reports for all your unique workforce 
tracking needs. 

LCPtracker has been in the labor compliance industry for 
over 15 years. Founded in 2001 by President and CEO, 
Mark Douglas, the company started with California School 
districts as its first clients. Fast forward to 2018, and they are 
now managing over $210 billion in construction projects. 

Over the years, 
LCPtracker’s vision 
transformed. Cities began 
using its workforce 
reporting capabilities as a 
tool to achieve their hiring 
goals, and the company 
was ignited with a new 
passion: helping and 

encouraging agencies and contractors alike to provide 
opportunities for the country’s most disenfranchised 
individuals. Users can track, measure, and target hiring for: 
local labor, low-income individuals, under-represented 
demographics (women, minorities), veterans, previously 
incarcerated, etc. - anyone who could use a hand up, rather 
than a hand out. 

AGC NYS is proud to have LCPtracker in our Membership 
ranks, and we continually strive, like LCPtracker to match 
our Contractor Members with key industry partners who 
can provide cutting edge solutions. Visit their website to 
find out more at www.lcptracker.com.

AGC NYS Member

lCptraCker – eMpowerinG people to 
build better CoMMunitieS

Carla Plankenhorn, VP of Finance



 New York D.O.T. approved fabrication Shop 
 Certified Intermediate Bridge Fabricator with a 

Fracture Critical Endorsement 
 Custom Hand Rails & Stairs  
 Pipeline & Gas Field Skids 
 Pedestrian Bridges 
 Energy Turn-Key General Contractor 
 Access Platforms & Walkways 
 Railings & Cage Ladders 
 Pipeline & Gas Field Skids 
 Consumables & Gas Storage Racks 
 Tanks & Water Storage 
 Temporary Support & Jacket Structure 
 Metal Pipe Supports & Clamps 
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Providing the Most Advanced Structural 
Steel Manufacturing Technology in the 

Industry 
The PythonX 

A sophisticated combination of industry 
leading CNC robotics and software 

programing  
 

Leaders in Quality Management  

Management’s Commitment to 
Quality, Service and Growth  

Customer Satisfaction  
 

NYS DOT Bridge Splice Plates 

9431 Foster Wheeler Road, Dansville NY, 14437 
www.lmcic.com 

Jeff Holley – VP of Operations  
jholley@lmcic.com  

 

 

Erie Harbor Pedestrian Bridges  
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A  Construction and Surety Law Firm
 Dedicated to Helping Our Clients 

Solve Problems, Minimize Risk, and Realize Success.

John Dreste  Kevin Peartree
Martha Connolly Todd Braggins 
Timothy Boldt

(585) 473-3100
ernstromdreste.com

knowledge. passion. results. 

THREE LOCATIONS SERVING 
UPSTATE NEW YORK:

500 Ohio Street
Lockport, N.Y.
(716) 433-4600

680 Basket Road
Webster, N.Y.

(585) 265-2910

945 Spencer Street
Syracuse, N.Y.

(315) 472-5205
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AGC NYS Continues to recruit high-quality General Contractors, Specialty Contractors, and Associate Members.  Our 
Membership list reflects the top contractors in New York State who stand behind the tenets of Skill, Integrity, and 
Responsibility.  If you are a quality contractor looking for an association that can provide advocacy, training, education, 
safety, and above all, solutions, then look to AGC NYS.

Here are the newest AGC NYS Members:

WELCOME 
new MeMberS

SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS:
CJ DRILLING, INC.
19N041 Galligan Road | Dundee, Ill. 60118 | (847) 669-8000 | www.cjdrilling.com
C.J. Drilling, Inc., is a woman-owned specialty contractor that provides heavy haul, rebar fabrication, drilling, matting & 
access and concrete services across the U.S. The company was founded in 2003. 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:
CULLEN AND DYKMAN LLP
44 Wall Street, 15th Floor | New York, N.Y. 10005 | (212) 732-2000 | www.cullennddykman.com
Cullen and Dykman LLP has been serving institutional and individual clients since 1850 in New York and in all types of 
industries.  

GANNETT FLEMING ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS, P.C.
Two Penn Plaza | New York, N.Y. 10121 | (201) 967-9833 | www.gannettfleming.com
Gannett Flemming is a leader in global infrastructure solutions with a focus on planning, design, technology and 
construction management services for a diverse array of markets and disciplines. Across more than 60 offices, 2,000+ 
highly qualified professionals are united in an unyielding commitment to deliver excellence to every client and every 
project, every day.

PIRANHA INC.
54 West 40th Street | New York, N.Y. 10018 | (631) 834-8737 | www.piranha.guru
Piranha offers on-demand competitive bidding solutions for general contractors and a full suite of budgeting services, 
including conceptual and MEP.

SPOLZINO SMITH MUSS & JACOBS LLP
81 Main Street, Suite 306 | White Plains, N.Y. 10601 | (914) 476-0600 
Spolzino Smith Muss & Jacobs is a law firm practicing in real estate, commercial, co-op/condo, municipal and 
employment law on behalf of public and private institutions, developers, general businesses and owners. 

TURNER SURETY & INSURANCE BROKERAGE
650 From Road, Suite 295 | Paramus, N.J. 07652 | (201) 267-7500 | www.tsibinc.com
TSiB is a privately held full service brokerage firm, specializing in construction insurance and bonds. 

USA BUSINESS CONNECTS POWERED BY LA VIE DEVELOPMENT , INC.
414 South Service Road, Suite 117 | Patchogue, N.Y. 11772 | (516) 223-3855 
USA Business Connects Powered by La Vie Development, Inc., is the world's only digital auto-matchmaking platform 
for public & private sector buyers and certified small businesses from all industries that are recognized as minority, 
women and veteran-owned companies.
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Call 800-872-2390 SYRACUSE ALBANY BATAVIA BINGHAMTON QUEENSBURY ROCHESTER WATERTOWN

traceyroad.com

All Of Your Road Construction Needs From A Company You Trust

DAILY. WEEKLY. MONTHLY. SEASONAL.
WE RENT THAT

ConstruCtion
CompaCtion

exCavation
DemoLition

LanDsCaping
earthmoving

materiaL hanDLing
miLLing 

shoring & trenCh safety
paving & Crushing
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defininG "SubStantial CoMpletion" for 
lien law and ContraCt purpoSeS

Jacob E. Amir, Spolzino Smith Buss & Jacobs, LLP.

This past legislative 
session, a bill 

made its way through 
the legislature that 
would have amended 
the New York State 

Finance Law and General Municipal Law to provide a 
definition for “substantial completion” of public works 
contracts. Although the bill passed in the Senate, time was 
not on its side in the Assembly, and AGC NYS along with its 
partner subcontractor associations will make another run 
at passing this important legislation next year.

The proposed legislation seeks to add a definition 
now missing from applicable law, and close a loophole 
which sometimes leaves contractors at the mercy of 
municipal representatives who delay issuing Certificate 
of Completion.  Legislating a definition of “substantial 
completion,” rather than leaving that determination in the 
hands of an individual whose interests may be at odds with 
a contractor or subcontractor, would presumably enable 
contractors to realize a speedier release of retainage funds 
on public works contracts.  This would be a welcome relief.

With regard to the Lien Law, a similar problem exists.  You 
may already know that Section 10 of the Lien Law requires 
a notice of mechanics’ lien against an owner within eight 
months (or four months for single-family dwellings) of 
completion of the contract, final performance of the work, 
or the last date labor and/or material is provided.  Where a 
lien is filed against retainage due, the notice must be filed 
within 90 days from the date “retainage was due to be 
released.”  The statute does not define “final performance,” 
which may be akin to “substantial performance” but is 
not quite the same threshold.  Nor does the Lien Law 
clarify what is meant by the date the retainage is “due to 
be released.”  Under those circumstances, the Court will 
look to the intention of the parties and language of the 
agreement between them, and therein lies the critical 
point.

For the most part, contractors who utilize AIA contracts 
in their practice may be of the opinion that the sample 
form of these documents are drafted to generally favor 
an owner.  And that opinion may be right.  Nevertheless, 
under general contract law, parties live and die by the 
language in their agreement.

Thus, accepting an owner’s definition or non-definition 
of “substantial completion” is not required, and should 

not be assumed.  Contractors would be wise to take the 
time to review a proposed contract with an owner, and 
insist on benchmarks defining “substantial completion” 
for the purposes of the Lien Law and recovery of payment 
due.  With all due deference to the courthouse, leaving a 
contractual interpretation in the hands of a judge is risky, 
at best.

By way of example, in one recent case, a contract directed 
that the project architect’s issuance of a Certificate 
of Substantial Completion was the act which set the 
“substantial completion” date.  That date, favorable to 
the owner and detrimental to the contractor beholden 
to the owner’s architect’s whims, was at the contractor’s 
peril.  Thus, the Court rejected the contractor’s date of 
“actual physical completion”, adopted the architect’s 
determination as to when the clock began to run on the 
contractor’s claim for non-payment, and held that the 
contractor was time-barred using the earlier (architect’s) 
date. 

Relying on the draft AIA contracts without revision is not 
much wiser.  For instance, Section 2.3 of A105, the Standard 
Short Form Agreement Between Owner and Contractor, 
defines “substantial completion” as the time provided 
in the contract documents, referring to Section 12.5, of 
the entire project.  Section 12.5 describes substantial 
completion as the “stage in the progress of the Work when 
the Work or designated portion thereof is sufficiently 
complete in accordance with the Contract Documents so 
the Owner can occupy or utilize the Work for its intended 
use.”

Contractors on public works contracts are rightfully 
hopeful that New York State will enact the proposed 
legislation to amend applicable law by defining “substantial 
completion”, thereby enabling contractors to realize a 
speedier recovery of retainage funds.  In the meantime, 
contractors engaged in the private sector should take the 
opportunity to consider their contractual engagements, 
and think about applying definable benchmarks to what 
would be a “substantial completion” of a project.

For now, efforts filling in the contract gaps at the outset 
may save a bundle litigating the ambiguities later.

Jacob E. Amir is an attorney with Spolzino Smith Buss & 
Jacobs, LLP., with offices in Westchester, Manhattan and 
Uniondale, practicing in business, real estate, construction 
and land use matters.
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“Lean techniques and lean practices 
are valuable to any job you are 
going to work on. It’s my fi rst step 
forward in reaching out to everyone 
involved on my projects to say, hey 
we can do these things to better 
our projects and make them more 
effi cient.”

Patrick Hennessy
Project Controls Engineer
Aegis Project Controls

Begin your own Lean journey at

www.AGC.org/Lean



AGC Education

A G C ’ s  S U P E R V I S O R Y  T R A I N I N G  P R O G R A M
L e a r n i n g  To d a y . . . L e a d i n g  To m o r r o w

The Associated General Contractors of America’s Supervisory Training Program (STP) is a 
construction-specific training curriculum developed, updated and field-tested by and for 
contractors. Supervisory skill—or the lack of it—directly affects every company’s bottom 
line. You make your money in the field, and STP can help you improve your organization’s 
bottom line.

The comprehensive 6-course program focuses on the knowledge and skills that every 
supervisor must have to be an effective manager of people, time, equipment and materials.

Begin Your Own STP Journey at
www.AGC.org/STP

“Lean techniques and lean practices 
are valuable to any job you are 
going to work on. It’s my fi rst step 
forward in reaching out to everyone 
involved on my projects to say, hey 
we can do these things to better 
our projects and make them more 
effi cient.”

Patrick Hennessy
Project Controls Engineer
Aegis Project Controls

Begin your own Lean journey at

www.AGC.org/Lean
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alfred State ColleGe CelebrateS

ConStruCtion induStrY workplaCe

developMent Center

Alfred State College held a ribbon cutting ceremony on 
April 13, 2018, to celebrate the Construction Industry 

Workforce Development Center, the new home of the 
building construction program on the Applied Technology 
Campus in Wellsville, N.Y. 

The 35,000-square-foot center was developed for the 
popular building construction program, and to expand 
support for the construction industry. The Educational 
Foundation of Alfred, Inc., owns the Applied Technology 
campus; therefore, state funding was not available for the 
center. In 1999, the Educational Foundation hired Mossien 
Architects to develop plans that were used to fundraise for 
the project.  Initial grants and fundraising allowed LeChase 
Construction to break ground in 2008 to construct the 
shell. Once the shell was constructed, additional funds 
allowed for the skilled trades students to work on the 
interior of the facility as laboratory projects. Although this 
interior phase has taken 10 years to complete, it was one 
of the best student laboratory projects. Masonry, building 
construction, HVAC, and electrician students all assisted 
the interior construction. Laboratories were faculty-led 
with students installing concrete floors, masonry walls, 
metal stud walls, drywall, electrical, lights, most other 
interior finishes, and mechanical systems including all 
ductwork and the geothermal heat pumps. The student 
work on this major commercial project truly added value 
to their typical hands-on laboratories that include 30 hours 
a week of technical training.

The construction industry backed the project strongly 
with both dollars and support. For example, in 2010 
Welliver-McGuire, Inc.’s concrete crew led the masonry 
students in placing the ground level concrete floor over a 

five-day period. The students learned about commercial-
size concrete placement, and the Welliver-McGuire crew 
was impressed with the work ethic and capability of 
the students. Another great learning experience was 
when the Appalachian Regional Commission funded a 
geothermal heat pump system, where students installed 
the decentralized 16 geothermal heat pumps for the 
classroom and office spaces for heating and cooling.  

The center has a large open bay space with radiant in-
floor heat used for prefabrication, mock-up work, and 
other special projects. Students have used the open bay 
laboratory space to construct houses entered in the U.S. 
Department of Energy Solar Decathlon competitions in 
China and California. The center will expand the ability 
for the Wellsville Campus programs to partner with 
local communities, construction trade businesses, and 
associations to build and rehabilitate homes including low 
income housing and senior citizen housing as part of their 
curriculum.

Ribbon-cutting ceremony

U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon competitions
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The list of donors is extensive and the college thanks the 
following contributors: The Educational Foundation of 
Alfred, Inc., Appalachian Regional Commission, British 
Petroleum, Empire State Development through Senator 
Cathy Young, US Department of Housing and Development 
through Congressman Randy Kuhl, Otis Eastern 
Services, Inc., Builders Exchange of Rochester, LeChase 
Construction, The Pike Company, LC Whitford, A. L. Blades 
& Sons, Laborer's International Union of North America, 
Craig Clark, Charlie Joyce, Mary Huntington, Alfred State 
Alumni Association, William Goodrich, LaForge Disposal 
Service, Southern Tier Builders Association, Advanced 
Testing Company, Lyle Corey, James C. Stegner, Brent H. 
Penwarden, Marlin Potter, and many more. 

Although students will be utilizing the ground floor of the 
facility in the fall 2018 semester, there are still finishes that 
need to be completed. Fundraising continues to assure 
that the center is finished in the near future.  Please contact 
Dr. Craig Clark, Vice President for Economic Development, 
or Jeff Stevens, Interim Dean of Applied Technology, at 
(607) 587-3101 if interested in being a partner. 

DECEMBER 4-6, 2018
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

THE 32ND ANNUAL
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

CONFERENCE

JOIN US FOR NEW YORK’S
LARGEST CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRY CONFERENCE 

AND TECH EXPO
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nYC new SafetY traininG requireMentS: 
ConfuSinG & reGreSSive?

Peter Simon, Safety Consultant & Risk Manager, 
Total Safety Consulting, LLC.

In 2017 Local Law 196 
(hereafter LL 196) was 

signed into law as part 
of the Construction 
Safety Act.  LL 196 
was heralded by 

the press, political groups and many stakeholders as an 
advancement in worker safety and amongst the most 
progressive municipal worker safety training laws in 
the United States.  The legislative intent of LL 196 was 
to reduce the thousands of NYC construction-related 
injuries and significant number of fatalities; according to 
the NYC Department of Buildings recordkeeping, there 
were 36 fatalities between 2015 and 2017.  There are 
numerous scientific studies that support the conclusion 
that increased safety training contributes to a reduction in 
accidents and fatal workplace injuries.

Despite the well-intended spirit of 
LL 196, concerns and confusion have 
been ongoing as it relates to language 
in the law, proposed application 
of the law and which groups are 
exempt from receiving safety training 
under LL 196.  These concerns are 
highlighted every time a worker 
that is currently exempt from LL 196 
safety training dies on a construction 
site.  Two weeks prior to the time 
of this writing a security guard was 
crushed to death on a West 57th 
Street construction site.  Recently, an 
architect fell 47 stories to his death 
on West 52nd Street while working 
on a rooftop terrace and last year and 
architect died on a construction site in Manhattan after 
falling while taking measurements. Last year a significant 
number of fatalities that occurred on construction sites 
involved workers that would be exempt under the current 
LL 196 scheme: a surveyor, an architect, a special inspector 
etc.

What is a Worker?  One of the most common questions 
being asked by the construction industry:  what is a worker 
under LL 196?  Unfortunately, LL 196 does not define the 
term “worker” in the text or plain language of the law 
(despite using the term “worker” over 45 times throughout 
the law).  The lack of definition in the law has created a 
degree of uncertainty for many individuals because Federal 

OSHA and the New York State Department of Labor take a 
broad view of what constitutes a “worker” or “employee”.  
The Federal and NY State Departments of Labor tend to 
use the terms “employee” and “worker” interchangeably 
and as synonyms. Essentially, a worker is an employee that 
performs work for an employer. 

In response to the lack of a defined term for “worker” in 
LL 196, the NYC Department of Buildings (hereafter DOB) 
has released a series of DOB notices that give “examples” 
of types of individuals that DOB considers workers for 
the purposes of LL 196 training and those that would be 
exempt because they are not workers.  Below is an excerpt 
from an April 2018 DOB release that lists individuals 
required to receive either worker or supervisor LL 196 
training (left column) and examples of those not required 
to receive any LL 196 safety training (right column).

Many workers have commented that they do not fit into 
either list of examples and are confused as to whether 
they need LL 196 training.  For example, consultants that 
do perform limited installation of materials or delivery 
persons that perform very specific site instillation 
activities.  Because of the potential for ambiguity and the 
cost-prohibitive nature of LL 196 violations (to the owner, 
permit holder and employer for a single worker), some 
stakeholders are having all their site workers take the 
training to reduce risk.
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10-hour OSHA Requirement for “Major Buildings” 
Repealed.

Prior to LL 196, section 3310.10.2 of the NYC Building 
Code required that all workers on major building sites had 
completed a 10-hour OSHA safety training course within 
the last 5 calendar years.  The 10-hour OSHA training 
requirement was broadly enforced by DOB and essentially 
all individuals on a major building site understood and 
were expected to have a current 10-hour OSHA card on 
their person if they were performing any work on the 
site; the standard and enforcement was relatively clear.  
The 10-hour OSHA safety training requirement included 
groups like surveyors, special inspectors, security guards, 
construction managers, consultants and essentially all 
workers that could be exposed to safety hazards while on 
a construction site.

The passage of LL 196 repealed the standalone 10-hour 
OSHA requirement for workers under 3310.10.2 and caused 
a DOB paradigm shift on what it means to be a worker.  
Suddenly, under the LL 196 scheme, there are groups of 
workers on major buildings exempt  from all minimum 
baseline safety training (including the 10-hour OSHA).  
This effect of LL 196 can be viewed as regressive, as at-risk 
individuals that are regularly involved in fatal incidents 
on construction sites have gone from a minimum 10-
hour OSHA baseline safety training on major buildings, to 
being exempt from all baseline safety training (including 
10-hour OSHA) on all construction sites in the 5 boroughs.  
A common concern is that the groups currently exempted 
from LL 196 safety training are the groups most in need 
of training, often due to their lack of experience and/or 
familiarity with onsite construction hazards.  

Potential for Confusion in an Enforcement & 
Legal Setting?

Without a clear definition of the term “worker” in LL 196, 
there is potential for confusion, varied interpretation at 
the point of enforcement and during legal processes in 
the court system.  If LL 196 training is not provided to an 
employee, it is foreseeable that a plaintiff’s lawyer will 
argue that the injured employee should have received LL 
196 training and the failure to provide the required training 
resulted in the employee/worker’s construction site 
injuries.  This situation is potentially messy for the permit 
holder, owner and employer as there is no clear definition 
or exemption in LL 196 for many workers.  Relying on non-
binding DOB fact sheets or press releases with expiration 
dates can create liability concerns in a court of law.  
Additionally, DOB inspectors could potentially be put in an 
uncomfortable position being forced to make judgement 
calls on whether training is required for a worker when no 
clear definition exists.  A lack of clearly defined lines can 
lead to undesired inconsistency and subjectivity during 
enforcement, administrative and legal actions.

Should Workers Receive Safety Training 
Irrespective of LL 196?

It is important to remember that other NYC safety training 
requirements are still in effect irrespective of LL 196 
(DOB scaffold training cards, FDNY certificates of fitness 
etc.).  Moreover, Federal Law requires the employer shall 
instruct each employee in the recognition and avoidance 
of unsafe conditions and the regulations applicable to his 
work environment to control or eliminate any hazards 
or other exposure to illness or injury. 29 CFR 1926.21(b)
(2).  Notwithstanding LL 196’s shifting definition of 
“worker required to receive safety training”, all workers 
on construction sites should receive safety training that 
results in an ability for a worker to protect their safety, 
health and wellbeing.

518-632-9170 • 7190 State Route 40, Argyle, NY 12809
www.mainedrilling.com

making it happen
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turnerconstruction.com
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One of the goals of 
the association 

is to always deliver 
programs, services, 
and products that can 
assist the members 

with compliance in the industry.  Nowhere is this more 
prevalent than in the safety field.  We often think of safety in 
terms of physical hazards and protection.  While protection 
of employees is paramount, that is not the only area that 
needs to be addressed.  Compliance with regulatory 
requirements can also end up as a citable offense if you 
are not careful.  To address both physical and regulatory 
issues, AGC NYS has developed the following products to 
assist our members in maintaining a safe jobsite:

All-in-One Compliance Poster:  Contains all Federal 
and NYS required postings.  Members need to fill in their 
workers comp and disability insurance information, and 
unemployment info.

Work Place Safety Poster:  Contains information and 
diagrams on the major OSHA standards.  Use as a quick 
reference for safety compliance.

Health Standards Poster:  Contains OSHA Silica standard 
Table 1, plus lead and asbestos information, permissible 
noise exposure and respiratory filter efficiencies.

WorkZone Traffic Safety Poster:  Contains the most 
popular and often used MUTCD standards for lane closure, 
taper and flagger.

Federal Poster:  Contains the required postings for 
federally funded projects.

Prevailing Rate of Wage Poster:  Required by NYS on 
prevailing rate jobs.

All posters are printed on vinyl for indoor/outdoor posting.

Here are some other products to consider:

Emergency Hard Hat Stickers: Employees write in their 
private health information, then apply the sticker to the 
hard hat.  The medical info is only revealed when the 
sticker is peeled off in the event of an emergency.

GHS Labels: Conform to GHS requirements, these 
pre-printed labels for common items (gasoline, diesel, 
propane) can be used for containers and meet the GHS 
standard for label type, wording and pictogram.

NYC DOB Chapter 33 Book: For NYC contractors, this 
must-have book contains the entire text of NYC DOB 
Chapter 33 – Safeguards in Construction and Demolition.  
Know the regs for NYC construction work.

Jobsite Safety Handbook: This pocket-sized 
quick-reference guide is a condensed version 
of the major OSHA standards.  

OSHA 1926 Standards: We always have the 
most current version available.

AGC NYS Safety & Construction Services has 
developed these products with our members 
in mind.  We understand the challenges of 
safety and compliance and it is our intent to 
ease the burden by producing products that 
can assist with those needs.  All products are 
available on our website at www.agcnys.
org in the bookstore.

aGC nYS produCtS aSSiSt MeMberS 
witH CoMplianCe and SafetY

Jim Redmond, Safety and Health Services Director

Building the future with Turner.
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Strong relationships are 
always good for business.
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At NBT Bank, we’re all about helping you get the most out of your partnership with 
us. Our dedicated relationship managers will get to know your business and connect 
you with the solutions you need to meet your goals. It’s the personal side of business 
banking—and for businesses big and small, it counts.

David Krupski, Regional President, 518.437.4117, dkrupski@nbtbank.com
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By now, you 
should have 

seen e-mails and 
newsletter articles 
about the AGC NYS/
AIA NYS “Walk-a-
Day” program being 

planned for this Autumn.  The 
program is based on a collaboration 
by AGC of America and the American 
Institute of Architects.  It started with 
the President of AIA – Thompson 
Penney of the firm LS3P of Charleston, 
S.C.  at the time visiting the office 
of then AGC of America President 
Jack Kelley of Nickerson & O’Day  of 
Bangor, Maine.  The purpose of the 
“Walk-a-Day” effort is to expand 
and foster  trust and understanding 
between architects and contractors 
and, as reported in an article from 
the AIA’s “Best Practices” collection, 
these visits “opened the eyes of 
even these seasoned professionals.”  
It is noteworthy that the title of 
the article is "Walk a Day in the 
Contractor’s Shoes:  Your Clients Will 
Benefit." 

Jack Kelley visited the office of the architect for senior 
management meetings, briefings on three projects 
that were on the boards and visited a project under 
construction.  He reportedly got a real appreciation for 
the design process – marketing, cost and quality control, 
resource allocation and risk management.  He also saw 
some of the problems of the non-linear approach to 

design – converting a blank piece 
of paper and desires of the client to 
a building design within the clients’ 
budget.  

For his part, Thompson Penney 
visited the contractors’ office for a bid 
day where he was actually pressed 
into service.  The event started on 
day one of the visit and lasted until 
2:30 in the morning.  It picked up 
again at 8:00 a.m.   His description 
of the process and his experience 
with it should be required reading 
of not only all architects but owners 
as well.  About the experience, Mr. 
Penney stated:

“What I learned is that our decisions 
have a very direct effect on the 
contractor during bid day.  The 
number of alternates that we request, 

walk a daY in tHe SHoeS of Your 
Counterpart - a little eMpatHY Can Go 

a lonG waY
Joe Hogan, CDT, VP of Building Services

"There is so much an 
architect can learn from 
spending time walking 

in the shoes of a 
contractor.  Bid day is 

just one obvious 
example.  What would 
you like an architect to 

know?" 
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the detail information on the form, and last-minute 
changes as the contractor is pulling together subs, material 
suppliers, and prices create barely controlled chaos, which 
can lead to misunderstandings.  Misunderstandings lead 
to compromises, questionable decisions that negatively 
impact the quality of the work, and disputes.  These also 
can lead to higher costs for the client and diminish the 
quality of experience for the client and the public.”

As you know, my spec reviews frequently comment 
about over-complicated bid forms and bidding 
requirements.  In addition, I regularly implore at least 
observation of a bid day operation at a general contractor’s 
office.  In fact, I have even encouraged NYS legislators and 
other State official who advocate for M/WBE requirements 
to do the same.  While I have secured volunteer firms 
to host such visits, no one has accepted the offer.  But I 
digress.

There is so much an architect can learn from spending 
time walking in the shoes of a contractor.  Bid day is just 
one obvious example.  What would you like an architect 
to know?  Similarly, there is much that contractors can 
learn by walking a day in the shoes of an architect.  The 
same question will be asked of architects – What do you 
want contractors to know and understand?  While you’re 
pondering the question of what you would like architects 
to know and understand, think about what you would like 
to learn.  

The Architect, Thompson Penney put the whole process of 
“Walk a Day in My Shoes” in perspective when he writes:

“I had walked a day in Jack’s shoes and came away not 
only with empathy, but with a great deal of respect.  I 
defy anyone to share that experience and not come away 
with a profound understanding and respect for the role 
of the general contractor as a creative, innovative, and 
essential element of a successful building project.  I believe 
a true understanding of the challenges, limitations , and 
opportunities of our respective roles serves our industry, 
our clients, and the public.”

If you have not completed the survey about this program 
already and offered to host an architect or participate (by 
you or your young staff) in an architects’ office or both, 
I encourage you to do so today.  We hope to hold these 
efforts early this Fall.  As part of joint AIA NYS/AGC NYS 
regional meetings/programs to be held later in the Fall in 
Albany, Buffalo, Syracuse and New York City, we plan to 
have panel discussions with some of the participants to 
discuss what was learned.  

BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR
REGISTRATION INFORMATION

SAVE THE DATE
THE 2019 AGC NYS
WINTER MEETING

JOIN US NEXT SPRING!

MARCH 1-6, 2019

LAPLAYA 
BEACH & GOLF RESORT

NAPLES, FLA.
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INVEST IN NEW YORK STATE’S 
INFRASTRUCTURE.

OUR FUTURE AND ECONOMY 
ARE BUILT ON IT.
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WWW.REBUILDNYNOW.ORG

It’s happened to 
everyone – you’re in 

the middle of a letter, 
a proposal, putting 
the finishing touches 
on your 80-page long 

health and safety plan then … nothing.  It disappears.  
Or, you get an email from an old colleague that you don’t 
think twice about opening and BOOM. Your network is 
down and the whole office stops 
working.  Let’s face it; rarely are 
you bidding jobs with pencil and 
paper anymore – your company’s 
reliance on the internet and 
connectivity are crucial to 
keep business operating.  That, 
combined with thinking you 
are not a target, often makes 
construction companies and 
vendors a bullseye to hackers.  
As your company evolves using 
technological integrations such 
as construction management 
software and Building Information 
Modeling (BIM), you are at an 
increased risk for exposure.   Left 
unprotected, cybercriminals 
could gain access to proprietary 
intellectual property, financial 
information and employee personal data.

Here are some easy ways to step up your cyber security:

Employee Training: According to the Identity 
Management Institute, 90% of successful cyber-attacks 
began with an employee.  Spend time teaching employees 
how to recognize and avoid potential threats, and how 
to report potential malicious activity on the network.  
Small tips and tricks go a long way such as – recognizing 
a phishing scheme: if you hoover your mouse over the 
sender of a suspicious email often times the actual email 
address will show, and it will be nothing like the senders 
name as it appears.  Train your employees to know if/when 
financial transactions are safe to make – institute checks 
and balances such as verbal acknowledgement (typically 
the CEO did NOT ask you to wire $500,000 to a private 
bank account via email).  

Limit the Number Of Admins:  Administrator level 
access in your company networked systems is typically 
much greater than a standard user.  The ability to grant or 
deny account access, change account passwords, access 
high level reports, and ability access private employee 
information are usually attached to admin level access.   
Allowing multiple employees admin access for the sake of 
convenience can lead to compromised security.  

Using Strong Passwords:  
123456. Password.  Yes these 
are easy to remember, which 
is exactly why you should not 
use them!  Everyone has heard 
a strong password is built with 
6-8 characters, using at least 
one number, a mix of upper and 
lower case letters, and a symbol.  
Another common mistake is using 
your password for every account 
you have.  Think about it, if 
someone hacked your work email 
password, what else could they 
access?  Other software passwords 
internally at the company, banking 
information, additional email 
accounts, social media accounts, 
and home security accounts – the 
list goes on and on.  Use different 

passwords, and make sure they are strong enough to keep 
hackers out. 

Always Update Your Software: Often times updates are 
not just feature updates, they are used to patch security 
holes in the program.  The longer you go without updating 
the software the longer you potentially could be open to a 
threat from that program.

Strongly Consider Hiring an IT Expert or Third Party 
Service Provider:  It may sound expensive up front, on the 
other hand depending on the size of your company, what 
are your operational costs per day? If you could not access 
job information, make financial transactions or recover a 
bid in time to submit it, how much revenue would you be 
losing per day? Having a robust security program is key 
to preventing costly data breaches as we move into the 
future. 

CYber SeCuritY & ConStruCtion
Sarah Hill, VP of Transportation and Technical Services

"Let’s face it; rarely are you 
bidding jobs with pencil 

and paper anymore – your 
company’s reliance on the 
internet and connectivity 

are crucial to keep 
business operating."
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2018 leGiSlative report
Walter Pacholczak, VP of Government Affairs

The 2018 
Legislative session 

will be remembered 
as a tumultuous year 
with the resignation 
of former Attorney 

General Eric Schneiderman, eleven special elections, the 
dissolution of the Independent Democratic Conference 
in the Senate which left the Republicans with a razor 
slim Majority, and the retirements of Republican 
Senators DeFrancisco, Larkin, 
Bonacic, Marchione and Croci.

Despite the tumult, AGC NYS had 
a very productive legislative year 
with the passage of legislation 
(S.6686/A.7945-A) sponsored by 
Senator Mike Ranzenhofer and 
Assemblyman Ron Kim requires 
public contracts to include a 
clause authorizing contractors 
to recover damages for delay. 
While the bill sailed through 
Senate for a second year in a row, 
passage by the Assembly was 
a significant accomplishment 
for Assemblyman Kim and 
the construction industry.  
Over the course of several 
months, Subcontractors Trade 
Association lobbyist Perry Ochacher and I met with 
dozens of Assemblymembers, Speaker Heastie’s staff, 
Assemblywoman Peoples-Stokes, and Assembly staff 
to educate them about the use of “damages for delay” 
clauses in public works contracts.  Our teamwork 
resulted with the Assembly passing the bill on the 
second to last day of legislative session.  In the next few 
months, the bill will be delivered to the Governor for his 
approval or veto.  Upon delivery to the Governor, AGC 
NYS members will be asked to send letters of support 
for the bill.  

As is the case every year, AGC NYS was able to stop 
several terrible bills including redefining “public work” 
as any project that received state funding, and a radical 
expansion of the M/WBE program.  Each of these bills 
was backed by well-funded and politically potent 

supporters which were stopped by AGC NYS.  We were 
backed by Senate Majority Leader John Flanagan 
and Senators Fred Akshar, Mike Ranzenhofer, George 
Amedore, Patty Ritchie, Betty Little, and others.  Without 
the strong backing of these Senators, the bills would 
have surely passed the Senate.  

Once again, I am grateful for the encouragement and 
support from the AGC NYS Members and staff to help 
us achieve our legislative goals.  AGC NYS continues to 

strengthen existing relationships, 
while developing new legislative 
and grassroots allies to rebuild 
New York’s infrastructure and 
build influence at the State 
Capitol. 

Below is a summary of key 
legislative issues.  The list is 
limited and does not reflect all of 
the lobby and educational efforts 
on dozens of bills. 

BILLS SUPPORTED

Damages for Delay:  A.7945-A 
(Kim) / S.6686 (Ranzenhofer).  
This bill requires public contracts 
to include a clause authorizing 
contractors to recover damages 

for delay. This is a priority bill for AGC NYS and our 
construction industry partners.   The legislation mirrors 
specifications contained in the Office of General 
Services (OGS) General Conditions Standard Contract 
Clause – Article 17A-Delays which AGC NYS negotiated 
many years ago.  Seventeen states allow for the specific 
recovery of damages related to expenses incurred by the 
contractor for a delay for which the state governmental 
unit is responsible, which was unreasonable under 
the circumstances, and which was not within the 
contemplation of the parties to the contract. Many 
more states recognize a common law right to damages 
for delay. New York should not be an exception to this 
trend.  Status:  Passed the Assembly and Senate.  
Awaits delivery to the Governor.

"AGC NYS continues 
to strengthen existing 

relationships, while 
developing new legislative 

and grassroots allies 
to rebuild New York’s 

infrastructure and build 
influence at the State 

Capitol." 
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Substantial Completion Defined:  S.4267 (DeFrancisco) 
/ A.6572 (Cusick).  Amends the State Finance Law 
and General Municipal Law to establish and define 
substantial completion for public construction contracts 
and eliminates ambiguities when the work required 
by the contractor and subcontractor is sufficiently 
completed and the public owner occupies or utilizes 
the work for its intended use. In essence, if the public 
owner is occupying or utilizing the completed project or 
a designated portion thereof it is deemed substantially 
completed. Status:  Passed Senate.  Did not pass the 
Assembly.

Scaffold Law Reform:  S.6876 (Akshar) / A.5624 
(McDonald).  Applies a standard of comparative 
negligence with respect to actions for personal injury, 
property damage or wrongful death brought under 
article ten of the Labor Law.  
Status:  Did not pass Senate or 
Assembly.
 
Emergency Responder:  S.4135-A 
(Savino) / A.4241-A (Englebright).  
AGC NYS joined the efforts of the 
New York Building Congress and 
others in support of the “New 
York Emergency Responder Act”.  
This bill provides contractors, 
subcontractors, suppliers, 
licensed design professionals 
and others in the building and 
construction industry rights and 
benefits pertaining to liability for 
providing advice, services, labor 
and materials during times of 
emergency, crisis or catastrophe, 
including weather related events.  
Status:  Passed Senate.  Did not 
pass Assembly.  

BILLS OPPOSED

Public Work Defined:  S.2975-A 
(Murphy) / S.5498-A (Bronson).  
Subjects all construction projects 
and custom fabricated products 
financed, in whole or in part, 
through certain public entities 
to pay prevailing rates for hours, 
wages, and supplements.  AGC 
NYS opposed this bill because 
it would establish an expansive 
definition of the term “public work” 
to include any future construction 
project that is partially financed 
with any amount of public 

funding.  Therefore, all private work that is partially 
financed with public funding could be subject to the 
strictures of the competitive bidding laws,  the onerous 
and costly Wick’s Law, and the NYS prevailing wage law 
and it’s enforcement mechanisms.   Status:  Did not 
pass Senate. Passed Assembly.  

M/WBE Extender:  S.8880 (Sanders) / A.10713 (Peoples-
Stokes).  Extends article 15-A of the executive law for five 
years, establishes a blue-ribbon commission to study 
the minority- and women-owned business enterprise 
program, establishes a fund for mentor-protege training 
and labor transition training programs.  Status: Did not 
pass Senate or Assembly.
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New York State Procurement Integrity Act:  
S.3984-A (DeFrancisco) / A.6355-A (Peoples-Stokes).  
The purpose of this legislation is to enhance the 
integrity, transparency and accountability of the 
States procurement process by: restoring the State 
Comptroller's independent oversight of SUNY, CUNY, 
and OGS centralized contracts; expanding the State 
Comptroller's oversight of the procurement process 
to include contracts in excess of one million dollars 
awarded by the SUNY Research Foundation; prohibiting 
state contracting through state-affiliated not-for-profit 
entities unless explicitly authorized in law; strengthening 
ethical requirements for state procurement officials; 
standardizing the contracting process used for all State 
authorities spending State money by applying uniform 
procurement rules; and increasing procurement 
transparency for vendors and the public at each stage 
of the process.  Status: Passed Senate.  Did not pass 
Assembly.

 Off-Site Custom Fabrication:  S.6576 (Savino) / A.8071 
(Abbate).  Includes certain off-site custom fabrication as 
public work for the purposes of payment of prevailing 
wage.  Status: Did not pass Senate or Assembly.

A NEW GENERATION OF LEADERSHIP
MISSION:

The AGC NYS Construction Leadership Council 
Committee (CLC) is intended to cultivate the next 
generation of New York’s construction leaders through 
professional development, networking, and community 
involvement. 
•  The CLC allows mid-career construction 

professionals to learn, network, socialize, and 
exchange ideas on issues they face every day.

• Learn how the next generation can get more 
involved with the AGC NYS and stay active in the 
industry.

• The CLC is open to all interested AGC NYS members

PURPOSE:
• Open forum to exchange ideas.
• Entry into AGC to promote new member 

involvement.
• Foster a strong network among peers.
• Create and promote industry innovation.
• Discuss the most important issues and provide 

feedback to AGC leadership.
• Structure AGC for the future.

Interested?
Contact Brendan Manning

bmanning@agcnys.org
or call (518) 456-1134

Materials Retainage: S.4467 (Amedore) / A.358 
(Braunstein).  Requires full payment for delivered 
materials pertaining to public works projects and 
prohibits the retention of any payment due and owing 
a material supplier for a construction project.  Status:  
Did not pass Senate or Assembly.

Right to Repair: S.618-C (Boyle) / A.8192-A (Morelle).  
Requires original equipment manufacturers (OEM) 
to make diagnostic and repair information for digital 
electronic parts and equipment available to independent 
repair providers if such parts and equipment are or were 
sold in New York State in or after 2012.  Status:  Did not 
pass Senate or Assembly.

OTHER LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY

• NYS Budget Testimony
• Assembly Public Hearing - M/WBE Program 
• Senate Public Hearing – M/WBE Program
• Senator Sanders and Assemblywoman Bichotte 

Roundtable – M/WBE Program
• Assembly Roundtable – Contractor Payment Issues
• Georgetown University – Regional Transportation 

and Climate Listening Session
• Lobby Days – M/WBE and Public Work
• AGC NYS Legislative Alerts – Budget, M/WBE, Public 

Work Defined
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don’t Get exHauSted trYinG to Get Your 
expeCted inSuranCe CoveraGe

Brian Perlberg, AGC of America Senior Counsel

Under New York 
case law, you 

might get exhausted 
trying to get the 
insurance coverage 
you expected. 

Subcontractors typically provide a combination of primary 
and excess coverage to meet limit Additional Insured (AI) 
required coverage minimums. Requiring just primary 
coverage is just too high of hurdle for many. The excess 
policy kicks in after the primary policy is exhausted. Most 
parties intend for the downstream parties’ AI insurance 
coverage to kick-in first, and then coverage cascades 
up the contractual chain.  Under vertical exhaustion, a 
subcontractor’s primary and then excess CGL coverage 
limits would both get exhausted, before a General 
Contractors CGL would kick-in.  

Unfortunately, a minority of states (about 9 states) 
including New York have taken a view that is called 
horizontal exhaustion.  This requires that everyone, 
including an Owner’s primary insurance policies to be 
totally exhausted, before the first dollar of an excess policy 
coverage would contribute. 

Negotiating language in your insurance policies as well 
as your contract is essential to avoid this unwanted 
liability exposure.  AGC actively participates and endorses 
ConsensusDocs standard contracts. In the recently updated 
editions of ConsensusDocs contracts, new language 
specifically addresses a preference for vertical exhaustion. 
New language at subsection 10.4.1 in the ConsensusDocs 
200 states, “the insurance, (both primary and excess) of the 
Constructor and Subcontractor shall be primary and non-
contributory to any insurance available to the Additional 
Insured.” As a first line of defense to this issue, ideally, such 
language will be modified into insurance policy language 
from the excess insurance carrier.  After all, insurance 
providers are not parties to the contract, and you want the 
carrier to act. 

Lastly, indemnification obligations in your contract may 
protect you from the ramifications of the horizontal 
exhaustion under New York.  But in short, negotiate your 
contract wisely and require appropriate modifications 
of your downstream parties’ insurance policies so that 
their excess policy coverage covers you and your clients 
upstream. Download a free sample of the ConsensusDocs 
contracts at www.consensusDocs.org, once you register. 

LOOKING FOR A QUOTE?
Contact Bill Donato at G.C.G. Risk Management
bill.donato@gcgriskmanagement.com
(518) 370-3303

The Associated General Contractors of 
New York State

Workers’ Compensation Safety Group 
#550:

Designed and operated by AGC NYS 
Members for AGC NYS Members.

For over half a century, AGC NYS has been providing quality 
professional services in New York State to contractors and the 

construction industry. The Workers’ Compensation Insurance Safety 
Group #550 is no exception. This group may be a competitive 
alternative to your current coverage, and we encourage every 

Member to review their comparative costs to properly evaluate this 
extraordinary offer. 

BY THE NUMBERS:

50%  Members save an average of 50% annually on          
 their premiums.

30% Members see an average dividend of nearly 30%        
 over the group’s history.

25%* Members receive an average advanced discount  of     
 25% following consultation.

*Advanced discounts may vary, but are often up to 25%. 
Consultation with G.C.G. Risk Management can determine 

upfront discounts.

Loss Control Services provided by AGC NYS Safety and 
Construction Services Inc. AGC NYS Members Only.
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tHe ConStruCtion induStrY iSn't an 
expendable trade CaSualtY

Jimmy Christianson, VP of Government Relations, AGC of America

No one likes 
cheaters, whether 

at cards or in global 
trade. Countries, like 
China, that engage in 
unfair trade practices 

should be dealt with in a well-thought and strategic 
manner, because trade wars have casualties. That is why 
AGC of America is fighting to prevent its construction 
contractor members from being trade war cannon fodder. 

Steel is pervasive in construction. Wire mesh is used in 
highway concrete, while steel plate and wire for cables 
go into bridges. Buildings use large 
amounts of structural steel for piles 
and beams, rebar for reinforcing 
concrete, and steel studs for interior 
walls. In fact, the construction 
industry consumes 43 percent of 
domestic steel according to the 
American Iron and Steel Institute. 
Aluminum is also used in all types 
of buildings for window frames 
and curtain walls, siding, and other 
architectural elements.

As such, increases in the price of 
these metals can impact negatively 
impact a construction contractor’s bottom line.  On 
existing contracts, a contractor will have to absorb the 
price increase, reducing already slim margins. Similarly, as 
the price of these materials rises, so too do construction 
project costs for owners—both public and private. Public 
owners, which generally have fixed budgets, may be 
forced to reduce the number and/or scope of projects they 
put out, including schools, highways and bridges. Some 
private projects will be canceled as construction cost 
increases make them uneconomic. 

That is just part of the reason why AGC of America opposes 
the President’s 25 percent tariff on steel and the 10 percent 
tariff on aluminum, both imposed on global rivals and allies 
alike. Another reason: construction employment will bear 
the brunt of the metals tariffs. While employing different 
models and arriving at drastically different figures, various 
economic reports similarly project that the tariffs will 
greatly and adversely impact construction employment, 
especially when compared with other industries. For 
instance, a report by the Coalition for a Prosperous America 

(CPA)—a protectionist leaning coalition—estimates 
that the tariffs could jeopardize 10,635 jobs in the 
construction sector, while a Trade Partnership Worldwide 
report prepared for by the free-trade leaning Business 
Roundtable puts that figure at 66,022 construction jobs. 
AGC members from around the country are reporting ever 
rising metal prices and mill delays in filling their orders. 
AGC of America’s Chief Economist Ken Simonson has sifted 
through the data and confirmed that steel and aluminum 
costs are nationally on the rise. From May 2017 to May 
2018, the producer price index jumped by 17.3 percent 
for aluminum mill shapes, and 10.5 percent for steel mill 
products. Meanwhile, the American Metal Market's pricing 

assessment for U.S. domestic cut-
to-length plate stands at $47 per 
hundredweight ($940 per ton), up 
38.2% on the year. 

Since the President called for 
these tariffs on March 1, AGC of 
America has educated members of 
Capitol Hill and the administration 
about the impact such tariffs on 
the construction industry and any 
potential infrastructure package. 
We support legislative efforts to 
end these tariffs imposed under 
the auspices of national security; 
have joined with business group 

allies in calling on the president to reconsider them; and 
garnered media attention from major news outlets, like 
the Wall Street Journal, about their negative impact on 
the industry. This is how AGC of America is fighting to help 
ensure that your construction industry does not become a 
casualty of any ensuing trade war. 

"The construction 
industry consumes 43 

percent of domestic 
steel according to the 

American Steel and Iron 
Institute."
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677 Broadway, Suite 500, Albany, NY 12207  |  (518) 447-3200

646 Plank Road, Suite 206, Clifton Park, NY 12065  |  (518) 383-9200

www.mltw.com

Our construction lawyers represent public 
and private entities throughout the State 
of New York in all areas of the law.  

Personal attention, prompt service and results 

at reasonable rates.

QUALITY REPRESENTATION 
BUILT ON RELATIONSHIPS

WWW.FIVESTAREQUIPMENT.COM

WE ARE A LEADER IN THE 
NEW, USED AND RENTAL 

EQUIPMENT MARKETS

NYS OGS Heavy Equipment 
NJPA Piggyback Contract #PC67075  Award 22792

All John Deere Construction & CWP Equipment

DUNMORE, PA
570-346-1701

ATHENS, PA 
570-882-8800

WATERFORD, PA
814-796-2663

WILLIAMSPORT, PA
570-494-4030

KIRKWOOD, NY
607-775-2006

ORCHARD PARK, NY
716-662-2191

ROCHESTER, NY
585-235-3011

SYRACUSE, NY
315-452-4560
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eventS & traininG

NOVEMBER 2018
STARTS NOVEMBER 15: LEAN EDUCATION PROGRAM 
- SYRACUSE

Eight sessions |  Hampton Inn & Suites Syracuse, 1305 
Buckley Rd., Syracuse, N.Y.

To help contractors develop the knowledge needed to 
build lean, the Associated General Contractors of Amer ica 
developed the Lean Construction Education Program.

This series of courses are intended for an organization’s lean 
champions, who will design and implement a company’s 
Lean transformation strategy at the corporate and project 
levels. The courses in this program will cover:

Unit 1: Variation in Production Systems is an introductory 
course in the Lean Construction Education Program. This 
half-day, instructor-led course teaches the concept of 
variation.

Unit 2: Pull in Production is a half-day, instructor-led 
course that explains the concept of pull as a means to 
reliable production workflow.

Unit 3: Lean Workstructuring is the first of two units that 
introduces the Last Planner® System (LPS). This system 
was developed by the Lean Construction Institute (LCI) to 
plan projects in a way that produces predictable workflow 
and rapid learning. This half-day, instructor-led course 
describes the process of Lean Workstructuring.

Unit 4: The Last Planner® System is the second of two units 
introducing the Last Planner® System (LPS). This sys tem 
was developed by the Lean Construction Institute (LCI) to 
plan projects in a way that produces predictable workflow 
and rapid learning. This half-day, facilitator-led course 
shows how to conduct make-ready and weekly work-
planning sessions.

Unit 5: Lean Supply Chain and Assembly is a one-day, 
instructor-led course that explains the concept of lean 
supply chain and assembly.

Unit 6: Lean Design and Pre-construction is a half-day, 
instructor-led course that explains the concepts of val-
ue-based management, lean in the design process and 
relational contracting.

Unit 7: Problem-solving Principles and Tools is a six-hour, 
instructor-led course that describes the Lean Problem 
Solving Process and illustrates how to use tools to solve 
problems in a lean manner.

Instructor: Colin Milberg, PhD – ASKM and Associates, 
LLC

November 15 – Unit 1, 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. & Unit 2, 
12:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m. (registration begins at 7:15 a.m.)

November 16 – Unit 5, 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (registration 
begins at 7:15 a.m.)

November 29 – Unit 3, 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. & Unit 4, 
12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. (registration begins at 7:15 a.m.)

November 30 – Unit 6, 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (registration 
begins at 7:15 a.m.)

December 13 – Unit 7, 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (registration 
begins at 7:15 a.m.)

December 14 – Exam Review, 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 

DECEMBER 2018
32ND ANNUAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
CONFERENCE
December 4-6, 2018
Saratoga Hilton & Saratoga City Center
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

Mark Your Calendar!

For more information, visit:
AGCNYS.org/calendar
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7 Admar Construction Equipment & Services
9 Advance Testing
6 Amsure
51 Anron
8 Arold Construction Co.
53 Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
20 Barr & Barr, Inc.
3 Barrett Paving Materials, Inc.
57 Burt Crane & Rigging
16 C.P. Ward, Inc.
22 CATCO
28 CertFocus
IFC Clark Equipment Rental & Sales
25 Clark Rigging & Rental
46 Couch White, LLP
38 D.A. Collins Construction Co., Inc.
20 Dannible & McKee, LLP
10 Donegal Construction
59 Donnelly Construction, Inc.
61 Elderlee, Inc.
17 EMI Guiderail, LLC
25 Ernstrom & Dreste, LLP
58 Five Star Equipment
4 Frey Electric Construction Co.
21 Gordon L. Seaman, Inc.

13 Harrison & Burrowes Bridge Constructors, Inc.
50 Haugland Group
17 High Steel Structures, LLC
34 Iannelli Construction Co., Inc.
45 JS Held, LLC
16 Kaufman Dolowich & Voluck, LLP
24 LMC Industrial Contractors, Inc.
IBC Lovell Safety
41 Maine Drilling & Blasting
58 McNamee Lochner P.C.
55 myComply
44 NBT Bank
14 Northwestern Mutual
35 Posillico Civil, Inc.
48 Rebuild NY Now
31 Sessler Wrecking
BC SITECH Northeast
44 The Fort Miller Group, Inc.
45 The Pike Company
39 Total Safety Consulting, LLC
27 Tracey Road Equipment
42 Turner Construction Company
29 Vanguard Coverage
12 Vantage Equipment
61 Xylem Watering Solutions
 

advertiSerS index

Interested in advertising in the next issue of Cornerstone? 
Call Director of Communications Brooke Rayder at (518) 456-1134 
or email brayder@agcnys.org.

AGC NYS would like to thank all of our loyal advertisers for your support of 
Cornerstone Magazine. 
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COST-EFFECTIVE, 

RISK-FREE WORKERS’
COMPENSATION

COVERAGE FROM THE
EXPERTS WITH OVER

80 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE.

S a f e t y  P a y s  D i v i d e n d s

Lovell Safety Management Co., LLC 
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038-3935
212-709-8600   1-800-5-LOVELL 
www.lovellsafety.com
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GRADE CONTROL
COMPACTION CONTROL
DRILLING/PILING/SHEETING POSITIONING
SURVEY/LAYOUT TOOLS
PRODUCT TRAINING
DRONE SERVICES
SITE POSITIONING
PAVING CONTROL
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
COMPONENT REPAIR
TECHNOLOGY RENTAL

Offering you a complete range of 
services to help you save time,  
money and resources.
www.sitechnortheast.com
855-748-3244

YOU DO
THAT?

S I T E C H  N O R T H E A S T


